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Abstract
We have built a prototype of a scalable dynamic web-content delivery system, which we call S3. Initial experiments with S3 led us to conclude that the key to achieving scalability lay in reducing the workload on back-end databases. S3 utilizes proxy servers to generate dynamic content and cache the results of queries forwarded to the back-end database. This approach introduces the challenge of maintaining cache consistency when the database is updated. In this paper we introduce a fully-distributed consistency management infrastructure that uses a scalable publish / subscribe substrate to propagate update notifications. We use static analysis of the database workload to introduce several design alternatives for how to map database requests to publish / subscribe groups. Finally, we develop a simulation framework and use both simulation and our S3 prototype implementation to evaluate these alternatives empirically to determine which design is best for typical dynamic web workloads.
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1 Introduction

Applications deployed on the Internet are immediately accessible to a vast population of potential users. As a result, they tend to experience unpredictable and widely fluctuating degrees of load, especially due to events such as breaking news (e.g., 9/11), sudden popularity spikes (e.g., the "Slashdot effect"), or denial-of-service attacks. Content Distribution Network (CDN) technology largely addresses this issue for static content by using a large shared infrastructure to absorb load spikes. Recently, a number of systems have proposed a similar architecture for scaling the delivery of database-backed dynamic content [14, 16, 11, 8]. In each of these systems users interact with proxy servers that mimic a traditional three-tiered architecture (containing a web server to handle user requests, an application server to generate dynamic content, and a database server as a back-end data repository). These proxy servers typically cache static content and generate dynamic content locally, using a database cache and forwarding requests to a back-end database server as needed.

These design decisions successfully lift the application server load from the centralized infrastructure and reduce the number of requests sent to the back-end database server. They introduce the problem, however, of maintaining the consistency of database caches in a scalable way. Most current systems do not adequately address this issue and rely upon simple consistency mechanisms that scale poorly. For example, several notable systems require the back-end database server to track the contents of the proxy caches and forward relevant updates to each proxy server [16, 11, 18].

We propose a fully distributed consistency management infrastructure for this proxy architecture, using group multicast as a communication primitive. In our design the back-end servers track no information about the proxy caches and perform no additional work to maintain cache consistency. The main advantage of our design over previous efforts is that it lifts the burden of consistency management from the back-end database server.

There is, however, a fundamental trade-off between the scalability of group communication and the expressibility of its subscription language. The current state of fully-distributed group communication technology led us to choose a topic-based publish / subscribe system. This choice was attractive because there are mature implementations whose performance is fairly well understood. In topic-based publish / subscribe, a client receives all publications to each group to which it is subscribed. No filtering takes place based on the contents of the published objects. To limit the publications that a client receives, it must selectively subscribe to only those topics that are relevant to it. In the spectrum of publish / subscribe implementations, topic-based systems are the most primitive that support a non-trivial subscription language.

Given this group communication choice, the key design question is how to map database requests into topics in the communication infrastructure to ensure the consistency of the database caches. In this paper we use the static analysis of dynamic applications and their database workloads to develop two alternative policies. We then study the empirical behavior of these policies in depth using both simulation and a prototype implementation of the proxy architecture.

The contributions of this paper are:
• A new, fully distributed approach to consistency management that reduces load on back-end database servers.
• The use of static analysis of a dynamic application and its database requests to determine efficient mappings between database requests and the topic-based groups utilized by our consistency management system.
• A simulation framework for studying the performance of such mappings.
• The design and implementation of a complete prototype scalability service for database-backed dynamic content – S3 – including our fully distributed consistency management mechanism, and an initial evaluation of this prototype.

In Section 2 we describe the design and implementation of the S3 system. Section 3 describes the fundamental problem of efficiently mapping database requests into a topic-based subscription language and explores several alternative strategies for doing so. Section 4 describes the implementation of the SimS3 event-based simulator that models S3 for large network sizes, enabling us to evaluate our configuration choices for systems too large to otherwise test. Section 5 describes our fully functioning S3 prototype, which we use to validate the results of the SimS3 simulator and obtain an initial performance evaluation of the S3 design.

2 The S3 Scalability Service

The S3 design is similar to that of a static CDN. We envision a system in which businesses or other organizations would pay to scale their dynamic content on a per-usage basis. As with a CDN, S3 utilizes a large shared infrastructure to absorb spikes in a particular customer’s demand.

Like other systems that seek to scale dynamic content, S3 users connect directly to proxy servers instead of the centralized home server. Each proxy server consists of a static web cache, an application server, a database cache which stores materialized views of query results, and a cache consistency module. When a dynamic web application issues a database query, the proxy server responds immediately using its database cache if possible. If the query result is not present in the cache, the proxy forwards the request to the centralized database server and caches the reply. Whenever a proxy server caches a query result, the consistency module subscribes to some set of multicast groups related to that query. Whenever a query result is removed from a proxy’s cache, the proxy server unsubscribes from any multicast groups on which no remaining queries depend.

When a dynamic web application issues a database update the proxy server always forwards the update to the centralized database server, which contains the persistent state of the system. The proxy’s consistency module then publishes an update notification to some set of multicast groups related to that update. When a proxy server receives an update notification the consistency module may then process that update in whatever fashion necessary to implement its consistency policy. In general, the S3 design specifies only a mechanism for communicating update notifications among proxy servers and does not require the choice
of any particular consistency or caching policy. Different customers could choose different policies from each other, or conceivably even vary their policies as their applications’ needs change.

The S3 system is designed to be as transparent as possible to the application and central database server. All communication between the proxy server and database server occurs between an S3 proxy module and an S3 module at the back-end database server. The server module accesses the central database using whatever database driver the application would ordinarily use, and the proxy module implements the standard database driver interface used by the application. In general, the only necessary change to the database configuration or application code is to ensure that the S3 proxy module is loaded instead of the standard database driver.

S3 uses the Scribe [15] publish / subscribe system as its standard group communication mechanism. Scribe is a completely decentralized multicast system implemented on top of the Pastry [23] peer-to-peer routing system, which uses a distributed hash table based on PRR trees to route network messages to their destination. Scribe’s implementation is well-suited to S3’s design. In particular, it incurs no storage load for empty multicast groups and supports efficient subscription and unsubscription for even very large networks and large multicast groups, without introducing hot spots in the network. Scribe obtains these benefits at the cost of introducing additional network load for each message, since each message in the Pastry overlay may require a logarithmic number (in the size of the proxy network) of physical messages.

To focus on the issues fundamental to scalability we chose simple implementations for the caching and consistency management policies used in our simulator and prototype. We implement an unbounded cache at each proxy server. Although this choice would be unrealistic in practice, it reasonably approximates the typical situation in which proxy servers use their large physical disk to store the cache. As a practical experimental benefit, it also eliminates the variable effect of a cache replacement algorithm on the performance of the consistency management system, allowing us to more clearly measure its characteristics.

For consistency management we implement a weak consistency model based on read-only proxy caches and best-effort invalidation. In some situations where determining the invalidation relationship between a query and update requires significant implementation work, we choose to always invalidate and accept that we are invalidating conservatively. We never choose to under-invalidate or intentionally cache inconsistent data, but our decision to avoid implementing a fully serializable transactional model inevitably results in occasional inconsistencies within our experiment executions.

The primary metrics of performance are database throughput and the number of simultaneous users that S3 can support without exceeding a threshold latency per request. For configurations that can support equal system loads, our secondary goal is to reduce the overall network traffic within the system. We accomplish this by attempting to reduce the number of subscriptions, unsubscriptions, publications, and notifications in the consistency management infrastructure.
3 Utilizing Topic-based Publish / Subscribe

The primary open question is how to associate database requests with multicast groups to ensure the efficient communication of update notifications among proxy servers. We call this the database multicast configuration problem and often refer to a particular association of database requests with multicast groups as a multicast configuration.

In this section we discuss the database multicast configuration problem in more detail, show how we utilize knowledge of a web application’s embedded database requests to develop several competing multicast configurations for that application, and use static properties of those multicast configurations to predict their performance relative to each other.

3.1 The database multicast configuration problem

In our design a proxy cache subscribes to some set of multicast groups when it caches a query, and broadcasts to some set of multicast groups for each update it issues. Formally, a database multicast configuration is a function that maps database requests to sets of multicast groups. For a database multicast configuration to be correct it must ensure that for each update, any cached query result potentially affected by that update must cause a subscription to at least one multicast group to which that update is published.

We say that a correct multicast configuration \( C \) is minimal if, for every smaller subset \( C' \) of its mappings, \( C' \) is an incorrect configuration. We call two queries related if they are distinct but both depend on some of the same data. Intuitively, a good multicast configuration is minimal, maps related queries into the same multicast groups, and maps unrelated queries into different multicast groups. In doing this, it avoids unnecessary update notifications for which no queries are affected and avoids duplicate update notifications for related query results when their common data is updated.

3.2 Generating multicast configurations with static analysis

The database requests in many web applications consist of a small number of static templates within the application code. Typically, each template has a few parameters that are bound at run-time. Because of this, for a given application the proxy consistency module does not need to support consistency for general database requests. It needs only to support the range of queries and updates that could potentially be issued by that application code.

To bridge the gap between the semantically rich language of database requests and the rigid subscription language supported by topic-based publish / subscribe systems, we first inspect an application’s database templates and apply offline query-update independence analysis [20] to each potential query-update pair. This analysis identifies pairs of query-update templates for which the update will not affect the query result. We then take the complement of the independent pairs – dependent templates for which the update may invalidate the query – and use the set of dependent pairs to ensure the proper delivery of update notifications.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Template</th>
<th>Group-by-query Associated Multicast Groups</th>
<th>Group-by-update Associated Multicast Groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Update 1 | {QUERY3:NAME=?,
       QUERY4, QUERY5} | {UPDATE1:NAME=?,
       UPDATE1} |
| Update 2 | {QUERY3, QUERY5} | {UPDATE2} |
| Query 3  | {QUERY3:NAME=?,
       QUERY3} | {UPDATE1:NAME=?,
       UPDATE2} |
| Query 4  | {QUERY4} | {UPDATE1} |
| Query 5  | {QUERY5} | {UPDATE1, UPDATE2} |

Figure 1: Two correct, minimal multicast configurations for our sample inventory application.

Here we consider two natural paradigms in which templates are used to determine the multicast configuration: (1) multicast groups based upon the data on which each query depends, called Group-by-query, and (2) multicast groups based upon the data an update affects, or Group-by-update.

### 3.2.1 An example database application

To illustrate these paradigms consider this inventory application:

**Update 1:**
\[
\text{INSERT INTO inv VALUES} \\
(id = ?, name = ?, qty = ?, \\
\text{entry_date} = \text{NOW}())
\]

**Update 2:**
\[
\text{UPDATE inv SET qty = ?} \\
\text{WHERE id = ?}
\]

**Query 3:**
\[
\text{SELECT qty FROM inv} \\
\text{WHERE name = ?}
\]

**Query 4:**
\[
\text{SELECT name FROM inv} \\
\text{WHERE entry_date > ?}
\]

**Query 5:**
\[
\text{SELECT * FROM inv} \\
\text{WHERE qty < ?}
\]

In this example, Update 1 affects instantiations of Query 3 when the same name parameter is used, affects any instantiation of Query 4 for which the entry date was in the past, and affects instantiations of Query 5 whose quantity parameter was greater than the newly inserted item's. Update 2 affects instantiations of Query 3 whose name matches the id parameter that was used, is independent of Query 4, and affects instantiations of Query 5 if the change in the item's quantity crosses the quantity parameter used to instantiate the query.

Figure 1 gives minimal correct multicast configurations for this example based on the Group-by-query and Group-by-update paradigms. A question mark in the group name indicates that the appropriate parameter should be bound at run-time when the template is
instantiated. We say that a group is parameter-independent if the group name contains no parameters that are bound at run-time, and otherwise that it is parameter-dependent.

First suppose that the consistency mechanism uses the Group-by-query based mapping and proxy server A starts with a cold cache. If server A caches Query Template 3 with the parameter “fork” it would then subscribe to the multicast groups corresponding to QUERY3 and QUERY3:NAME=FORK. If proxy server B then used Update Template 1 to insert a new item with the name “spoon” then server B would issue update notifications to the groups QUERY3:NAME=SPOON, QUERY4, and QUERY5.

Now suppose this workload was executed on a cold system using Group-by-update. When server A caches Query Template 3 it instead subscribes to the multicast groups for UPDATE1:NAME=FORK and UPDATE2 since those are the updates that could affect it. When server B inserts the new item it now needs to publish notifications to just two groups, one for the group UPDATE1:NAME=SPOON and one for UPDATE1.

3.2.2 Comparing group-by-query and group-by-update

The key static property of a multicast configuration is the number of multicast groups on which each database request depends: for queries, the number of groups to which each cached query result requires a subscription to, and for updates the number of groups to which an update notification must be broadcast. On average, we expect (1) queries to depend on fewer multicast groups with Group-by-query than with Group-by-update since multiple update templates may affect a query template. Similarly, we expect (2) updates to typically publish to more multicast groups with Group-by-query than with Group-by-update. Finally, we expect (3) that Group-by-update is more likely to aggregate related queries into the same multicast group since queries dependent on the same underlying data would tend to be affected by the same update templates.

Because of (2), we expect Group-by-update to result in a lower publication rate than Group-by-query for most workloads. However, most workloads are dominated by queries rather than updates, and the overall subscription rate is dependent on the competing factors (1) and (3). For workloads where Group-by-update’s aggregation of related queries is low, we expect Group-by-query to result in a substantially better subscription rate. The relative performance of the two configurations is unclear when Group-by-update succeeds in aggregating related queries into the same group.

3.3 Multicast configuration and caching strategies

So far we have discussed the performance of the consistency management system as a function of the database workload but the true input to the system is actually the cache workload, which itself is dependent on the database workload, the consistency management policy, and the cache replacement algorithm. For simplicity we study only the case where the consistency management policy is invalidation and the cache size is unbounded. This choice, however, does not preclude us from studying configurations in which we intentionally avoid caching some objects for which the cost of caching is higher than the cost of regenerating
the result. In this section we introduce a caching policy designed to complement our choice of topic-based publish / subscribe as our multicast substrate.

Specifically, we examine a Selective Caching strategy that avoids caching objects for which our multicast design performs poorly. With selective caching the proxy servers cache only queries that exclusively subscribe to parameter-dependent groups. For example, in our simple inventory application of Section 3.2.1, the selective caching strategy would not cache any instance of Query Template 4 since this query depends on a parameter-independent group (regardless of whether Group-by-query or Group-by-update is used). Intuitively, query results that cause subscriptions to parameter-independent groups often rely on data that cannot be determined from the query or query result (such as a join condition) and are frequently invalidated.

We call the strategy where proxy servers cache all queries Indiscriminate Caching. Selective caching will clearly result in worse cache performance, but should result in significantly better consistency management performance since it avoids caching the most volatile queries.

The open question is whether this will compensate for the additional load on the central database system caused by queries we chose not to cache. To answer this question we test four configurations: the combination of the two multicast configurations with the two caching strategies. We subsequently refer to these configurations as Indiscriminate Group-by-query, Indiscriminate Group-by-update, Selective Group-by-query, and Selective Group-by-update. We study this question via simulation in the following section and validate the results experimentally in Section 5.

4 S3 Simulation-based Results

It is impractical to test a full-scale working prototype for the full range of system sizes for which S3 could be used. To test configurations for very large networks we have built SimS3, an S3 cache and network simulator. In this section we first describe SimS3 and the workloads we use as input to it, and then describe and discuss the simulation results.

4.1 SimS3: the S3 simulator

SimS3 is a Java-based simulator that takes as input a collection of traces of database requests and models the cache and network state of the S3 system as if it executed those requests. SimS3 simulates an unbounded cache and invalidation policy as described in Section 2.

Each input trace is a log of database requests and the time at which each request was issued. For each trace, SimS3 models S3’s behavior as if that trace were executed at a single proxy node. The cache state at each proxy and the membership of every multicast group are exactly traced through a SimS3 execution. SimS3 processes each database request atomically and interleaves the traces based on the requests’ time stamps. No actual database activity occurs and SimS3 does not impose any additional constraints on the ordering of simulated database requests.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>DB size</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TPC-W (bookstore)</td>
<td>217 MB</td>
<td>10,000 items, 86,400 users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUBiS (auction)</td>
<td>990 MB</td>
<td>33,667 items, 100,000 users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUBBoS (bboard)</td>
<td>1.4 GB</td>
<td>213,292 comments, 500,000 users</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Configuration parameters for each benchmark.

4.2 Experimental workloads

As input we use database traces from short executions (5-10 minutes) of the TPC-W bookstore [24], RUBiS auction [21], and RUBBoS bulletin board [22] benchmarks. Figure 2 shows the database configuration used for each benchmark. All three benchmarks conform to the TPC-W client specification for emulated browsers, which we configure to use a think time and session time exponentially distributed around means of 7 seconds and 15 minutes, respectively.

Our implementation of the TPC-W benchmark contains one significant modification. In the original benchmark all books are uniformly popular. Our version uses a more realistic Zipf distribution based on Brynjolfsson et al.'s work [2]. In particular, we model book popularity as \( \log Q = 10.526 - 0.871 \log R \) where \( R \) is the sales rank of a book and \( Q \) is the number of copies sold in a short period of time.

Each experiment assigns a fixed set of 1000 users to each proxy server, and each proxy server supports the activity of 160 simultaneous emulated browsers. Thus, in every experiment the overall system load is proportional to the number of proxy servers. As our primary interest is the steady-state behavior of S3, each proxy server starts with a warm cache derived from the execution of other input traces of the appropriate benchmark. For reasons of practicality, each proxy cache was warmed using multiple database traces of short length rather than a single trace of long length. Although the total length of these traces approximates the length of a single trace of several-hour duration, the short traces may bias the cache states toward queries that are executed early in the benchmark workloads, slightly biasing the cache performance in the simulation results. We later discuss how this effect introduces differences between the simulation-based results described here and the results from the S3 prototype in Section 5.2.

4.3 SimS3 results

Figure 3 shows SimS3’s measured cache performance for all three benchmarks and systems from 1 to 128 proxy servers. As expected, Group-by-query and Group-by-update result in the same cache miss rate when the same caching and invalidation policy is used. For all three benchmarks selective caching results in a significantly worse cache miss rate. This fact is particularly true for small proxy networks when the overall workload is lower and the
Figure 3: Simulated cache miss rates

Figure 4: Simulated subscriptions per query
update rate may be low even for relatively frequently invalidated objects. As the number of proxy servers and overall workload size increase, the performance of indiscriminate caching degrades quickly at first but less as the introduction of additional nodes only slightly affects the relative update rate. In contrast, the performance of selective caching degrades only slightly since it tends to avoid caching the objects that are frequently invalidated. One caveat to recall here is that overall cache performance may be biased by our use of short traces to warm the proxy caches.

Figure 4 shows the number of multicast subscriptions sent per query for each benchmark, again for 1 to 128 proxy nodes. Notice that we show subscriptions per query and not subscriptions per cache miss since the former metric is proportional to the total number of subscriptions in the network. Notably, selective caching always requires significantly fewer subscriptions since it avoids the thrashing caused by attempts to cache volatile queries. In all cases selective caching scales much better than indiscriminate caching.

For TPC-W, Group-by-update requires about twice as many subscriptions as Group-by-query, regardless of the network size. This fact is not too surprising since each query in TPC-W depends on nearly twice as many groups when using Group-by-update. This indicates that Group-by-update does not successfully aggregate related queries for TPC-W. For RUBiS and RUBBoS, however, Group-by-update performs similarly to Group-by-query for small networks and even outperforms it in some circumstances. This shows that Group-by-update does successfully aggregate related queries for these workloads. Notably, this effect is reduced for large networks, presumably because the high relative update rate reduces the probability of any related queries already being cached. Thus, for benchmarks where Group-by-update aggregates related queries successfully into the same multicast group we may expect Group-by-update to scale more poorly than Group-by-query, an unanticipated result.

Finally, Figure 5 shows the number of multicast notifications delivered per update for each benchmark. The TPC-W bookstore requires far fewer notifications per update than the RUBiS auction or RUBBoS bulletin board, with which updates are more likely to affect global data. Once again selective caching incurs significantly less network load than indiscriminate caching, and this network load scales better than with indiscriminate caching as the number of users and proxy servers increase. In all cases Group-by-update results in fewer notifications than Group-by-query. Notably, all four configurations scale well compared to traditional broadcast mechanisms since even in the worst case only about 15% of the proxy servers receive update notifications.

4.4 SimS3 conclusions

Overall, SimS3 demonstrates that neither Group-by-query nor Group-by-update dominates the other for all workloads. For the TPC-W bookstore, Group-by-query is better since it significantly outperforms Group-by-update for database queries but is only slightly worse for database updates, and the overall workload is query-dominated. For the RUBiS auction and RUBBoS bulletin board the analysis is not so clear. For these benchmarks Group-by-update may perform better for some network sizes and numbers of users, but worse as the overall system load increases.
Figure 5: Simulated notifications per update for different proxy node counts.

Figure 6: Cache and multicast network performance of the TPC-W benchmark on the S3 scalability service.
As expected, selective caching results in significantly less load on the consistency management infrastructure but increases the cache miss rate. For these workloads selective caching scales almost perfectly as the number of users and proxy servers increase.

5 S3 Prototype Results

To confirm the experimental results obtained with SimS3 and provide a platform for more extensive performance testing we have implemented a fully-functioning prototype of the S3 system. In this section we describe the S3 prototype, report initial performance measurements, and show that the prototype validates the conclusions of Section 4.

5.1 The S3 prototype

The S3 server and proxy modules are both implemented in Java 1.4 and executed using Sun Microsystem’s standard JVM for Linux. The central database server utilizes MySQL4 as the back-end database management system, which the S3 server module accesses using the MySQL Connector/J JDBC driver. The central server also runs Apache Tomcat as both a web server and servlet container, but this Tomcat server is not utilized in our experiments since each proxy server begins with a warm static cache.

Each proxy server runs the Apache Tomcat server as a static cache and as a servlet container to generate dynamic content. The S3 proxy module implements the standard Java 2 JDBC API. We use the Scribe multicast system that is distributed with FreePastry 1.4.3_02. The S3 proxy module implements the simple invalidation policy and unbounded cache described in Section 2.

All experiments were run on the Emulab testbed [7]. The database server runs on a 3 GHz Intel Pentium Xeon processor with 2 GB of memory and a 10,000 RPM SCSI disk. Each proxy server executes on an Intel P-III 850 MHz processor with 512 MB of memory and a large 7200 RPM IDE disk. Each proxy is connected to the database server with a high latency, medium bandwidth Emulab “net” link (100 ms latency, 4 Mb/s total bandwidth). Client servers also execute on 850 MHz nodes, and each client server is connected to a single proxy server by a low latency, high bandwidth duplex connection (5 ms latency, 20 Mb/s bandwidth). These network settings approximate a CDN-like deployment in which the proxy servers are located on the same local area network as the clients, which may be far from the central database server. Unfortunately, we were unable to control the ethernet interface on which Scribe opened its server port. In these experiments, invalidation traffic is routed over the Emulab control network rather than the lower performance experimental network. Although this potentially improves the performance of the S3 system on some metrics, we do not expect a significant effect for any metrics on which we evaluate it here.

Each client runs the modified copy of the TPC-W bookstore benchmark described in Section 4.2. We configured the benchmark to resemble the SimS3 experiments as closely as possible. The database configuration is also as described in Figure 2 and we again use 1000 users and 160 simultaneous emulated browsers per proxy server. Each proxy cache is
initialized to a warm state obtained from a single execution of about 3 hours. All experiments start from the warm cache state and are of medium duration, 15-20 minutes.

5.2 Results from the S3 prototype

Figure 6 shows the S3 prototype performance for the TPC-W bookstore benchmark for systems from one to eight proxy servers. Qualitatively, each result is similar to that obtained from SimS3 for the equivalent experiment. As before, the cache performance of Group-by-query and Group-by-update are equivalent within experimental uncertainty when an equivalent caching policy is used. Likewise, indiscriminate caching significantly outperforms selective caching but requires far more communication between proxy servers. And as SimS3 predicts, Group-by-query requires significantly less invalidation traffic than Group-by-update on the TPC-W benchmark.

Although the prototype results are consistent with SimS3 when predicting the relative performances of the various strategies, their results are inconsistent in both the constant factor and overall scalability for each metric. We believe that the discrepancies are systemic and caused by the different methodology used to warm the proxy caches in the different experiments. Our hypothesis is that the database requests of the short traces used to warm the SimS3 proxy caches were more closely correlated to the experimental load, resulting in an over-optimistic cache performance in our simulation-based results compared to those from the S3 prototype.

Finally, Figure 7 shows the overall rate at which S3 can execute database requests on one to eight nodes. Here we additionally two new configurations: one in which no caching is done and one where the central database server broadcasts invalidations to each proxy. As expected, all configurations with caching outperform the configuration without caching. More significant is that all four multicast-based configurations far out-scale the broadcast experiment, which reaches its peak performance at around four proxy nodes. This demon-
strates the value of using publish / subscribe to propagate update notifications rather than using traditional broadcast methods.

A surprising result is that the throughput achieved by selective caching is comparable to that achieved by indiscriminate caching, even though by relative cache hit performance selective caching performs as much as 40% worse. This result elucidates a fundamental fact of caching: cache hit or miss rate may be a misleading metric for evaluating overall cache performance. A simple cache hit or miss rate fails to account for the cost of the cache miss. Here we hypothesize that the mean cost of a cache miss for a frequently invalidated object is less than for other objects. This is probably because most data for such queries remains in the active buffer pool and is relatively cheap to access. For some network configurations we even could expect selective caching to outperform indiscriminate caching: if the bandwidth of the proxy nodes is a performance bottleneck, the high invalidation traffic at the proxy nodes caused by indiscriminate caching may be more costly than regenerating the query results at the database server.

6 Related Work

Aspects of our work touch on a wide variety of areas, and we share some characteristics with many other projects.

There has been a recent explosion of work on edge computing platforms. IBM DBCache [14, 16], IBM DBProxy [11] and NEC CachePortal [18] all implement database caching for dynamic web content, but each of these systems use a centralized invalidation mechanism to propagate updates to the proxy servers. More recently, GlobeDB [17] focuses on automatic data placement to improve scalability and provides weak consistency guarantees.

Group communication has long been among the tools used to facilitate database replication. The earliest example of this we find is Alonso’s 1997 work [1]. Recently, Chandramouli et al. [4] use a content-based publish / subscribe system to propagate update notifications for distributed continuous queries, much as we do using topic-based publish / subscribe for data caches here.

Recently, several groups have utilized static analyses to improve the performance of replication. Amiri et al. [12] exploited templates to scale consistency maintenance, while Gao et al. [13] used application-specific data to improve replication performance for TPC-W. Challenger et al. [3] analyzed the data dependencies between dynamic web pages and the back-end database to maintain the coherence of the dynamic content in proxy caches. However, this seminal work relies on centrally tracking of the contents of each cache.

Our goal of aggregating related queries into the same multicast group is effectively a special case of the general aggregation problem in the publish / subscribe field. The goal there is to develop general mechanisms to aggregate more general publications into single notification messages to reduce the overall load on the system. Challenger et. al’s [10] fragment-based approach for the dependence between dynamic web pages and back-end data is similar to our approach here.

Hacigumus et al. [19] and Aggarwal et al. [9] have previously considered systems in which
a database server is employed as a shared service, but both of these works have focused on
the security implications of such a system rather than its scalability.

We previously introduced the S3 architecture and showed that the central database server
was the performance bottleneck in the system design [8]. Since then Manjhi et al. have
studied the performance cost of adding security to the S3 architecture. In [6] Manjhi showed
how a static analysis of an application's database templates can be used to determine which
data in the database workload can be encrypted without causing unnecessary invalidations of
query results in the proxy caches. In [5] we used static analysis to determine how additional
data from the central database may be used to further improve invalidation performance
without compromising security. Our work here, however, is the first to introduce the fully
distributed S3 design including the publish / subscribe mechanism, the first complete S3
prototype, and the first study of how to utilize publish / subscribe to efficiently propagate
update notifications in this setting.

7 Conclusions

Scalability services promise to be the next step in distributed database research. By effi-
ciently sharing the investment of a large server farm among many web applications, dis-
tributed databases can help solve the over-provisioning problem faced by database admin-
istrators. One key problem in building a database scalability service is to maintain the
consistency of database caches as the system scales in size.

Our design combines several technologies to efficiently maintain cache consistency: the
caching of materialized views, static and dynamic analysis of queries and updates to deter-
mine their dependencies on each other, and the mapping of update notifications to multicast
publish / subscribe channels. In this paper we investigate two strategies of how to asso-
ciate database requests with topic-based multicast groups: (a) associating multicast groups
with the data on which queries depend, and (b) associating multicast groups with the data
which updates affect. We also explored two fundamental caching strategies: (a) caching all
database requests, and (b) caching only database requests that are not extremely volatile.
We combined these two design issues into four competing configurations.

To evaluate our design we simulated these configurations using three standard bench-
marks and determined the impact of each configuration on cache hit rate and the network
traffic needed to correctly propagate update notifications. We then confirmed our simulation
results by implementing a prototype system and compared our configurations to less sophis-
ticated systems that use either a no-caching policy or the broadcast of update notifications
to all proxy servers.

Overall, all configurations of S3 significantly outperform configurations where either no
caching or a broadcast policy is used. We also show that neither of our proposed multicast
configurations is universally preferable to the other; on some workloads Group-by-query is
superior while on other workloads Group-by-update is preferable. Finally, we show that our
strategy of selective caching may greatly improve the performance of distributing update
notifications in the multicast infrastructure without degrading overall system performance.
by substantially increasing the workload at the central database server.
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